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Location:   Brockley Place, Bury Road, Brockley, Suffolk 

District:   St. Edmundsbury 

Grid Ref.:   TL 8289 5648 

HER No.:   BKY 024 

OASIS Ref.:   100160 

Client:    Mr Anthony Silver 

Dates of Fieldwork:  18 March 2011 

Summary 
An archaeological evaluation by trial trenching was conducted for Mr. Anthony 
Silver ahead of the construction of a swimming pool in the grounds of Brockley 
Place, Bury Road, Brockley, in Suffolk. The depth of the post-medieval deposits 
encountered in the evaluation trenches suggested that the moat around the 
adjacent medieval property once continued into the area now designated for 
development. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The evaluation work involved excavation of a single trench measuring 20m by 
1.8m within an area of 23m by 4.5m, designated for a proposed swimming pool in 
the grounds of Brockley Place, Bury Road, Brockley (Fig. 1). 

The work was undertaken to fulfil a planning condition set by St Edmundsbury 
District Council (Ref. SE/09/0543) and a Brief and Specification for Archaeological 
Evaluation issued by Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service Conservation 
Team (Sarah Poppy 20 April 2010 – ref: Brockley Place_2010). It was conducted 
in accordance with a Project Design and Method Statement prepared by NAU 
Archaeology (Ref. NAU/NP/BAU2480) and was commissioned and funded by Mr 
Anthony Silver.  

The recommendation for a programme of archaeological evaluation was imposed 
by Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service Conservation Team because it 
is proposed to site the swimming pool within a recorded medieval moated site and 
close to a former parsonage (shown on an 18th-century estate map (Warren 
1739)). 

The programme of work was designed to assist in defining the character and 
extent of any archaeological remains within the proposed redevelopment area, 
following the guidelines set out in Planning Policy Statement 5: Planning for the 
Historic Environment (2010). The results will enable decisions to be made by the 
Local Planning Authority about the treatment of any archaeological remains found. 

The site archive is currently held by NAU Archaeology and on completion of the 
project will be deposited with the Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service 
(SCCAS), following the relevant policies on archiving standards. 
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2.0 GEOLOGY AND TOPOGRAPHY 

The solid o cge logy a ross much of Suffolk is chalk, overlain here by a surface 
gion is composed of clay loams derived 
  

tified at a depth of approximately 1.3m 
y heavy, silty clay subsoil and 

oil.  

The site lies at a height of 112m above sea level. The clay soils are highly water 
e site does not drain well.  

 Reverend J.D. Sprigge. It was built in the grounds of the previous 
homas Warren's map of 1739 surrounded by a 
 1845, when the Tithe map was drawn up, the 

th side of the moat is 

13th to early 14th centuries (Martin 1999). 

KY 016). Evaluation work at the farm in 2008 established that the moat 

Another moat has been identified at Manston Hall (WHP 004), about 600m to the 
east of Brockley Place. The house there dates to the mid-16th century, but there 
are earlier records of a hall at that location in the 11th and 15th centuries (Goult 
1980 cited in SHER WHP004). 

geology of Lowestoft Till. The soil in this re
from the chalky boulder clay (Wymer 1999).

On the site itself, Lowestoft Till was iden
below the current ground surface and was overlain b
a soft, loamy clay tops

retentive so th

3.0 ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The following is a summary of the archaeological and historical background of the 
area as recorded in the Suffolk Historic Environment records (HER). 

Brockley Place (DSF 9132) is a Grade II listed building, formerly a rectory, erected 
in 1843 for The
parsonage, which is shown on T
rectangular moat (BKY 001). By
original parsonage had been demolished and only three sides of the moat were 
visible. The west side would most likely have been filled in prior to the erection of 
the new vicarage (the current Brockley Place). Part of the nor
still extant today, and a pond shown on Warren’s map as between the moat and 
Bury Road is now a feature of the garden to Brockley Place. 

The area around Brockley Place has seen relatively little modern development and 
the majority of houses date from the early post-medieval period.  

Moated sites are common across the Suffolk claylands; their use dates from the 
late 11th century to the mid 16th century, but they seem to have become most 
numerous in the 

There is a second moated site just to the west of Brockley Place, at Gulling Green 
Farm (BKY 002). Gulling Green itself is the site of a medieval green (shown as 
Gurny's Green on Warren’s map of 1739 and then as Gurland Green on 
Hodskinson’s map of 1783, before becoming Gulling Green on the Tithe map of 
1847) (B
did not form a complete circuit but was extended from a field boundary to create 
an enclosure. Further work in 2009-10, revealed evidence of both medieval and 
post-medieval activity within the moat platform, with a small assemblage of 12th- 
to 14th-century pottery indicating medieval occupation of the site (BKY 022, ESF 
20152 and ESF 20174). Although the current farmhouse is relatively modern, one 
of the barns (DSF16323) dates from around 1800, and timbers re-used within it 
may even have come from the medieval or Tudor farmhouse formerly on the site 
(Alston 2001, Breen 2004).  
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Mill Hill House (DSF 8018), 350m to the south of Brockley Place, is a timber-
ntury, while Suttons Farmhouse, 

Y 

, extent, date, quality, condition and 
rea. 

e site, which 

a metal-detector. All 

corded at appropriate 

is plot might also have formed part of the moat.  

.1m deep) layer of dark grey-brown, slightly sandy 
clay containing cinders and burnt coal (2). The cinders are likely to be household  

framed building dating from the early 16th ce
opposite, (also timber-framed) dates from the late 16th century (DSF 9544). The 
earliest parts of Tuffield’s Farmhouse, 500m to the north-east, date from c.1500, 
with much of the building dating to c.1600.  

A number of medieval and post-medieval objects have also been recorded from a 
field to the west of Mill Hill House under the Portable Antiquities Scheme.  

4.0 METHODOLOG

The objective of this evaluation was to determine as far as reasonably possible the 
presence or absence, location, nature
significance of any surviving archaeological deposits within the development a

The Brief required a single trial trench 20m in length by a minimum of 1.8m wide to 
be excavated in the area of ground disturbance associated with the proposed 
swimming pool. This was amended slightly due to the limitations of th
was bordered by trees at one end and a fence at the other, and was very 
constrained. The area was behind a wire fence and the available area between the 
fence and a row of trees to the rear was less than 20m long. For this reason, and 
to allow enough turning room for the machine, it was necessary to shorten the 
length of the trench to 14m; as a result it was widened to 2m. 

Machine excavation was carried out with a wheeled JCB-type excavator using a 
toothless ditching bucket under constant archaeological supervision. 

Spoil, exposed surfaces and features were scanned with 
metal-detected and hand-collected finds, other than those which were obviously 
modern, were retained for inspection.  

No environmental samples were taken.  

All archaeological features and deposits were recorded using NAU Archaeology 
pro forma. Trench locations, plans and sections were re
scales. Digital photographs were taken of all deposits. 

The temporary benchmark used during the course of this work was transferred 
from an Ordnance Survey benchmark with a value of 113.04m OD, located on the 
north-west corner of the house at Brockley Place.  

Site conditions were good, with the work taking place in fine weather, but the 
trench itself quickly filled with groundwater. 

5.0 RESULTS 

A single trench was opened in the area where it is proposed to construct the 
swimming pool (Plate 1) which lies in a slight depression in line with the remains of 
the old moat and adjacent to a short bank (Fig. 2). Its position and appearance 
suggest that at some stage th

Six deposits were recorded within the trench (Fig. 3). The topsoil (1) was 0.3m 
deep and was a very dark brown sandy clay (rich and humic garden soil) 
containing fragments of post-medieval to modern ceramic building material. At the 
base of the topsoil was a thin (0
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waste and may have formed a pathway or been scattered across the garden. 
Underlying this layer was a deposit of mid-brown-grey clay (3) with very occasional 
stones, 0.2m deep. This overlay a similar but lighter coloured, orangey- brown clay 
(4), approximately 0.3m deep, which produced post-medieval pottery (Plate 2). 

 
Plate 2. The south of the trench, showing deposits (1) to (4) 

 
Plate 3. Northern end of the trench, showing deposits (1) to (4) and the step created in deposit (4) 
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Machini
trench (Plate 3), as the trench was filling up

ng continued to a greater depth, with a step created at the west end of the 
 with water. A layer of mid grey, slightly 

sandy clay (5) containing quite large quantities of late post-medieval pottery was 
revealed beneath deposit (4). 

The trench was excavated to a total depth of 1.2m, at which level the natural soil 
had not been exposed. Test holes were hand-dug at intervals along the middle of 
the trench (Fig. 3, Plate 4), establishing the depth of deposit (5) as 0.20m-0.25m 
deep. Deposit (5) directly overlay natural deposit (6), a hard, light orangey-yellow-
brown clay flecked with chalk and small stones, which was identified at a depth of 
1.4m below the current ground surface.  

 
Plate 4. Trench looking north-west, with one of the test holes through deposit (5) in the foreground 

Two ceramic field drains had been cut into deposits (3), (4) and (5) and backfilled 
with a mixture of these deposits. This backfilling was not obvious and was only 
visible as patches of grey within the higher layers, becoming clear only when the 
pipes themselves were exposed within layer (5). The position of these field drains 
was recorded (Fig. 3) but further exploration was hampered as the base of the 
trench quickly filled up with a layer of water. 

6.0 THE FINDS 

6.1 The Pottery 

by Sue Anderson 

A total of 162 pottery sherds (9,337g) were collected during the trial trench 
evaluation. This report presents a summary of the pottery types (Table 1) and a 
spotdating list is included as Appendix 3. 
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Description Code Fabric No Wt/g

Tin glazed earthenwares 6.30 TGE 1 24

Refined white earthenwares 8.03 REFW 74 2300

Refined red earthenwares 8.04 REFR 9 216

Creamwares 8.10 CRW 19 1575

Yellow Ware 8.13 YELW 34 1884

English Stoneware Nottingham-type 8.22 ESWN 1 17

English Stoneware Staffordshire-type 8.23 ESWS 4 403

Porcelain 8.30 PORC 8 270

Late slipped redware 8.51 LSRW 12 2648

Totals   162 9337

Table 1. Pottery quantification 

All pottery in this assemblage can be dated between the 18th and early 20th 
centuries, including the tin-glazed earthenware which has an unusually hard fabric 
and is probably an art pottery product. The assemblage is made up of domestic 
wares for use in the kitchen, such as mixing bowls, as well as drinking vessels, 
serving dishes, plates and teawares. Some vessels have makers’ marks, which 
have allowed them to be dated relatively closely. 

6.2 The Ceramic Building Material 

by Sue Anderson 

Eight fragments vered including 
quarry floor tiles, a floor brick, a red brick, a drainpipe and a wall tile. These are 
less closely dateable than the pottery but are likely to belong to the same broad 
date range. They are listed in Appendix 4. 

6.3 Glass 

by Rebecca Sillwood 

Several glass bottles were recovered from the site, all of which are post-medieval 
to modern in date. 

Several bottles have named brands on them, such as a complete example from 
deposit (2) with ‘Scrubbs Fluid’ embossed into the neck. Scrubbs Fluid was an 
ammonia-based cleaning fluid, and the bottle is likely to be Victorian in date. 
Another bottle from context (2) has ‘Rue de la Cloche, No. 4711 a Cologne’ 
embossed onto it. This is a perfume bottle which contained the famous Eau de 
Cologne marketed as No. 4711. The distinctive shape of the bottle is attributed to 
Peter Heinrich Molanus who introduced it in 1820 (it was named after him and is 
still used today). In 1875, Ferdinand Muelhens registered 4711 as a brand. This 
example is Victorian or early 20th-century in date. Also from this context is a small 
bottle of Eiffel Tower Lemonade, made by Foster Clark Ltd of Maidstone. This 
bottle is incomplete and in two pieces, but is likely to date from the early 20th 
century. Foster Clark was in business from 1891 through to 1965, and also 
marketed Eiffel Tower fruit juices. Another small, incomplete lemonade bottle from 
c

 of ceramic building material (CBM) were reco

ontext (2) is marked with ‘Chivers & Sons, Histon, Cambridge’, and research has 
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shown that this bottle would have held ‘The Cambridge Lemonade’, although the 
side of the bottle that would have shown this information is missing. Chivers were 
a family of fruit farmers, who started in the early 19th century and expanded until 
in 1959 they sold the company to Schweppes (in 1962 they bought back the jam-

, possibly intended for preserves which 
may be of fairly modern date - possibly mid-20th century 

 a fragment of the base of a pale green bottle, embossed (perhaps with 
‘Castleford Bottle Co. Makers’, although the piece is too fragmentary to be 
certain) 

 a small piece of green glass probably also from a bottle; it bore part of an 
embossed badge on the front, but it was too fragmentary to be identified 

 a small clear glass in two pieces 

6.4 Stone 

by Rebecca Sillwood 

Two fragments of roof slate were recovered from deposit (3), weighing 161g in 
total. Both are incomplete, although one piece has bevelled edges. 

6.5 Animal Bone 

by Julie Curl 

6.5.1 Methodology 

The analysis was carried out following a modified version of guidelines by English 
Heritage (Davis 1992). All of the bone was examined to determine range of 
species and elements present. A note was also made of butchering and any 
i
was made of ages and any other relevant information, such as pathologies. 

remains were hand-collected. The 
remains are all in good sound condition and show no wear or other damage. 

ces of cattle bone, comprising of a chopped and cut 
es and a sawn fragment of rib. Subsoil layer (3) 

ent of a juvenile cattle rib. The bone from both of these fills 
ociation with ceramics and other finds of a post-medieval to 

butchered remains of cattle. The cuts 
present suggest good quality meat consumption and domestic food waste. 

making part of the business and are now known as Chivers Hartley). This bottle, 
like the previous example, is likely to be of early 20th-century date. Another bottle 
from context (2) is made of plain, clear glass and may have been a sauce bottle 
although it is difficult to establish its function or date for certain. 

Several items of glass were found in deposit (3) consisting of 
 a complete jar of plain, clear glass

ndications of skinning, working and other modifications. When possible a record 

Counts and weights were noted for each context with additional counts for each 
species identified (Appendix 5). 

6.5.2 The Faunal Assemblage 

A total of 196g of faunal remains, consisting of four pieces, was recovered from 
two contexts during this evaluation. The 

Layer (2) yielded three pie
juvenile tibia with loose epiphys
produced a sawn fragm
was found in ass
modern date. 

6.5.3 Conclusions 

The faunal assemblage consists of the 
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The remains in this assemblage do show the potential for bone recovery and good 
preservation. However, these remains appear to be of tively la date

7.0 

The evaluation trenching did not reveal any archaeological features within the 
trench itself and all of the pottery recovered was of a relatively late date. The 
existing landscape features of the garden (in the form of an extant section of moat 
in direct line with the trench and a low bank adjacent to the trench), and the total 
depth 1.4m), do howe gest that the infilled 
moat continued across this section of the garden and that the trench was located 
within  Map of 1739 supports this interpretation, indicating that 
the northern side of the moat originally extended further to the west than it does 
now. The results of the archaeological work we  not c mpletely lu s the 
orientation of the trench did not allow the sides of the moat, if present, to be 

er (4) and 
h-century wares. However It most 

e 19th to 20th century with the earlier finds representing items 
od of time before being thrown away. 

e. The same scenario was 
nfilled moat at nearby Gulling Green Barns in Brockley (BKY 022), 
 work found that the field and moat ditches had been cleaned out 

 past, leaving no archaeological evidence. A recent article in 

a rela te . 

CONCLUSIONS 

 of the post-medieval deposits ( ver sug

 it. Warren’s Estate

re o conc sive a

identified, but it seems most likely that the trench was located along the centre of 
the old moat, orientated on the same alignment. 

Pottery and ceramic building material (CBM) from deposit (5), which overlay 
natural in the base of the trench (and is thus presumed to be the primary fill of the 
former moat) are of 19th-century date, giving a relatively late date to this deposit. 
The overlying deposit, context (4) appears to be of a similar date. 

Deposit (3), a heavy and sticky grey-brown clay layer overlying lay
packed with pottery, contained some late 18t
likely dates from th
which had been around for quite a long peri
Deposit (2), below the topsoil, is also considered to be of 19th- to 20th-century 
date. 

Although the moat itself is thought to date from the medieval period, the fills 
identified in this section are of late post-medieval dat
identified in the i
where evaluation
in the relatively recent
British Archaeology which discussed the findings from a moated site in Aberdeen, 
suggested that “the medieval inhabitants kept their moat fairly clean” (Dransart 
2009) with more potsherds being recovered from the internal house platform than 
the surrounding ditch. 

Although no medieval finds were recovered, this is not necessarily unusual or 
inconsistent with the interpretation of this feature as a moat of this date. We know 
from Warren’s Estate Map of 1739 that use of the moat continued well into the 
post-medieval period, and it is likely to have been kept clean when in use and may 
well have been dredged or thoroughly cleaned out at intervals. Infilling of the moat 
only occurred with disuse of the old parsonage and the building of a new property 
(the current house) to its immediate west. It is likely that this infilling did not take 
place overnight but over a period of time from the mid-19th century (when the new 
house was constructed) to the mid-20th century.  

Recommendations for future work based upon this report will be made by Suffolk 
County Council Archaeological Service.  
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Appendix 1a: Context Summary 

Context Category Cut 
Type 

Fill 
Of 

Description Period 

1 Deposit   Topsoil Modern 
2 Deposit   Thin, dark grey layer containing ashes, beneath 

topsoil 
Post-medieval 

3 Deposit   Subsoil - grey-brown silty clay Post-medieval 
4 Deposit   Light orangey-brown silty clay Post-medieval 
5 Deposit   Light grey clay silt containing pottery and shell Post-medieval 
6 Deposit   Natural, hard yellowy clay with chalk flecks Post-medieval 
7 Cut Drain  Cut for ceramic drain Post-medieval 
8 Deposit  7 Ceramic pipe and backfill of drain Post-medieval 
9 Cut Drain  Cut for ceramic drain Post-medieval 

10 Deposit  9 Ceramic pipe and backfill of drain Post-medieval 

 

Appendix 1b: OASIS Feature Summary 

Period Feature Number 

Post-medieval Drain 2 

 

Appendix 2a: Finds by Context 

Context Material Qty Wt Period 

2 Animal Bone 3 179g Unknown 

2 Ceramic Building 
Material 

1 68g Modern 

2 Glass 6 904g Post-medieval/Modern 

2 Pottery 4 218g Post-medieval/Modern 

3 Animal Bone 1 17g Unknown 

3 Ceramic Building 3 731g Post-medieval/Modern 
Material 

3 Pottery 71 3,637g Post-medieval/Modern 

3 Stone 2 161g Modern 

3 Glass 5 764g Modern 

4 Pottery 12 4,458g Post-medieval/Modern 

4 Ceramic Building 
Material 

1 119g Post-medieval 

5 Pottery 19 1,114g Post-medieval/Modern 

5 Ceramic Building 
Material 

3 1,524g Post-medieval/Modern 
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Appendix 2b: OASIS Finds Summary 

Period Material Total 

Post-medieval Ceramic Building Material 1 

Modern Ceramic Building Material 1 

Modern Glass 5 

Modern Stone 2 

Unknown Animal Bone 4 

Post- Ceramic Building Material 6 
medieval/Modern 

Post-
medieval/Modern 

Glass 6 

Pos
medieval/Mo

t- Pottery 106 
dern 
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Appendix 3: Pottery 

Context abric Type No F Notes Wt/g Spot date 
(century) 

2 R  1 pl    EFW B 102 ate, crazed & stained 19-20

2 L  1 bo SRW R 88 wl 18-19 
2 R  1 2 bl 19-20  EFW U ue fabric & glaze 
2 T  1 sh ired 

th
pr

19-20  GE R? 24 ort ?rim, globular body, higher f
an normal TGE, prob an art pottery 
oduct? 

3 ESWN D ro L.18-19  1 17 uletted, clear glaze int 
3 E  4 403 r 18  SWS BD b own-glazed tankard, 1pt 
3 C FP 1139 la ped rim L.18-19  RW 8 rge serving dish, scallo

3 C  7 137 l L.18-19 RW FP p ate, same style as serving dish 
3 YELW RD 9 88 splay-sided bowl, white slip line dec L.18-19 
3 PORC FP 5 214 side plate, moulded dec with overglaze L.18-19 

enamel 
3 CRW R 4 large pl r scene 19     299 ate, brown TP wild flowe

3 REFW FP saucer  s m, maker's 
 - WH GRINDLEY & Co/ 

1891-1925? 1 109 , moulded calloped ri
mark
ENGLAND 

3 REFW B 1 41 plate? plain 19-20 
3 REFW FP 12 93 saucer, blue floral TP 19-20 
3 REFW R 2 32 plate, blue floral TP, flow blue 19-20 
3  69 pierce  v l, blu P, flow 

blue?
19-20 REFW R 2 d flat

 
esse e floral T

3  D  7 blue floral TP  19-20 REFW 1  ext

3 EFW prob 3 vesse e T ttern 19-20 R RD 8 235 ls, blu P willow pa

3  R plates, lined (red and gree s) 19-20 REFW  3 45 n example

3 EFW cup?, brown ave 19-20 R R 1 3 TP le s 
3  RUB 9 266 preser  jars 0 REFW  ve  x 3 19-2

3 EFW 9 192 jug, red TP a rg
flowers 

R RDB nd ove laze enamel  

3 EFR 9 216 teapo ith s  - 
LONGPARK / TORQUAY - part of motto 
“Du ‘e

83-1957 R DB t w lip dec maker's mark 18

e” 
4 LW bowl a c w

and pal p int
 YE FP 25 1796 in cre

e blue
m fabri

ish sli
ith buff glaze ext 
 

19

4 RC 3 56 side p , a a  PO FP late pplied lil c prunts 19

4 RW 11 2560 bowls 2? 18-19 LS FP  x 

5 EFW 2 405 bowl 19-20 R B 
5 EFW 3 126 servin sh  -20 R FP g di , blue TP willow pattern 19

5  FP dish, blu  TP ivy leaves - make
IVY / DAVENPORT 

-50 REFW  8 147 e r's mark 1815

5   426 plate, blue T
mark ER
W.R.S. & Co 

-48 REFW FP 10 P flower in va
IAL STO

se, maker's 
NE / royal arms / 

1838
IMP
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Appendix 4: Ceramic Building Material 

Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Abr Length Height Glaze Comments Date 
2 refw 68 G on re ) 

SHERWIN'S 
PATENT/ 
LOCK BACK 

20 WT 1    D ar: (16

3 wfe 1 586 30+ 34+   19-
20 

QFT  2

3 wfs ? 1 113  18-
20 

FB     

3 msc 27    pmedDP 1   
4 msf  +     pmedLB 1 118

5 cem  72   po r pmed? 1   ss rende

5 wfe 100      19-
20 

QFT 1 

 fscp QFT 1 1342   49  deliberately cut 
to triangle after 
firing? 

pmed5

Forms: WT – wall tile; QFT – quarry floor tile; FB – floor brick; LB – late brick 

Appendix 5: Animal Bone 

Context Qty Weight Species Comments 

2 3 179g Cattle Chopped and cut tibia in two pieces, sawn rib 

3 1 17g Cattle Juvenile cattle rib x 1, chopped/sawn 
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Brief and Specification for Archaeological Evaluation and 
Recording 

 
 

BROCKLEY PLACE, BURY ROAD, BROCKLEY (SE/09/0543) 
 

The commissioning body should be aware that it may have Health & Safety responsibilities. 
 
 
1. The nature of the development and archaeological requirements 
 
1.1 Planning permission has been granted by St Edmundsbury District Council for the 

construction of an extension and swimming pool at Brockley Place, Bury Road, Brockley (TL 
829 565).  Please contact the applicant for an accurate plan of the site. 

  
1.2 The Planning Authority has been advised that any consent should be conditional upon an 

agreed programme of work taking place before development begins (PPG 16, paragraph 30 
condition).  

 

1.3 The development site is located on the east side of Gulling Green at c. 110m AOD. The soil is 
deep clay derived from the underlying chalky till.  

 
1.4 This application lies in an area of archaeological importance, recorded on the County Historic 

Environment Record, within the internal area of a medieval moated enclosure (HER no. BKY 
001) and on the site of a former Parsonage, depicted on an Estate map of 1739 (SCCAS 
report 2008/273).  There is high potential for encountering important medieval deposits at this 
location.  The proposed works will cause significant ground disturbance that has potential to 
damage any archaeological deposit that exists. 

 
1.5 Any groundworks causing significant ground disturbance have the potential to damage any 

archaeological deposit that exists. 
 
1.6 In order to provide a record of archaeological deposits that are damaged by the development 

and to inform the archaeological mitigation strategy, the following work will be required in two 
stages:  

 

• Recording of archaeological deposits damaged or removed by groundworks associated 
with the house extension. 

• A linear trenched evaluation of the proposed swimming pool area. 
 

1.7 The results of this evaluation will enable the archaeological resource, both in quality 
and extent, to be accurately quantified. Decisions on the need for and scope of any 
mitigation measures, should there be any archaeological finds of significance, will be 
based upon the results of the evaluation and will be the subject of an additional 
specification. 

 
1.7 All arrangements for the field evaluation of the site, the timing of the work, access to the site, 

the definition of the precise area of landholding and area for proposed development are to be 
defined and negotiated with the commissioning body. 

 

The Archaeological Service 
 _________________________________________________ 

 

Environment and Transport Service Delivery 
9-10 The Churchyard, Shire Hall 
Bury St Edmunds 
Suffolk 
IP33 2AR 
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1.8 Detailed standards, information and advice to supplement this brief are to be found in 
Standards for Field Archaeology in the East of England, East Anglian Archaeology Occasional 
Papers 14, 2003. 

 
1.9 In accordance with the standards and guidance produced by the Institute of Field 

Archaeologists this brief should not be considered sufficient to enable the total execution of 
the project. A Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) based upon this brief and the 
accompanying outline specification of minimum requirements, is an essential requirement. 
This must be submitted by the developers, or their agent, to the Conservation Team of the 
Archaeological Service of Suffolk County Council (9-10 The Churchyard, Shire Hall, Bury St 
Edmunds IP33 2AR; telephone/fax: 01284 352443) for approval. The work must not 
commence until this office has approved both the archaeological contractor as suitable to 
undertake the work, and the WSI as satisfactory. The WSI will provide the basis for 
measurable standards and will be used to satisfy the requirements of the planning condition. 

 
1.10 Neither this specification nor the WSI, however, is a sufficient basis for the discharge of the 

planning condition relating to archaeological investigation. Only the full implementation of the 
scheme, both completion of fieldwork and reporting based on the approved WSI, will enable 
SCCAS/CT to advise the Planning Authority that the condition has been adequately fulfilled 
and can be discharged. 

 
1.11 Before any archaeological site work can commence it is the responsibility of the developer to 

provide the archaeological contractor with either the contaminated land report for the site or a 
written statement that there is no contamination. The developer should be aware that 
investigative sampling to test for contamination is likely to have an impact on any 
archaeological deposit which exists; proposals for sampling should be discussed with the 
Conservation Team of the Archaeological Service of SCC (SCCAS/CT) before execution. 

 
1.12 The responsibility for identifying any constraints on field-work, e.g. Scheduled Monument 

status, Listed Building status, public utilities or other services, tree preservation orders,  
SSSIs, wildlife sites &c., ecological considerations rests with the commissioning body and its 
archaeological contractor. The existence and content of the archaeological brief does not 
over-ride such constraints or imply that the target area is freely available. 

 
1.13 Any changes to the specifications that the project archaeologist may wish to make after 

approval by this office should be communicated directly to SCCAS/CT and the client for 
approval. 

 
2. Brief for Archaeological Monitoring (house extension) 
 
2.1 To provide a record of archaeological deposits which are damaged or removed by any 

development [including services and landscaping] permitted by the current planning consent. 
 
2.2 The significant archaeologically damaging activity requiring monitoring is groundworks 

associated with the new extension, which measures 8.0 x 3.5m in area. These, and the upcast 
soil, are to be observed after they have been excavated by the building contractor. Adequate 
time is to be allowed for archaeological recording of archaeological deposits during 
excavation, and of soil sections following excavation. 

 
 
3. Arrangements for Monitoring 

3.1 To carry out the monitoring work the developer will appoint an archaeologist (the 
archaeological contractor) who must be approved by SCCAS/CT. 

 
3.2 The developer or his contracted archaeologist will give SCCAS/CT five working days notice of 

the commencement of ground works on the site, in order that the work of the archaeological 
contractor may be monitored. The method and form of development will also be monitored to 
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ensure that it conforms to previously agreed locations and techniques upon which this brief is 
based. 

 
3.3 Allowance must be made to cover archaeological costs incurred in monitoring the 

development works by the contract archaeologist.  The size of the contingency should be 
estimated by the approved archaeological contractor, based upon the outline works in this 
Brief and Specification and the building contractor’s programme of works and time-table. 

 
3.4 If unexpected remains are encountered SCCAS/CT must be informed immediately. 

Amendments to this specification may be made to ensure adequate provision for 
archaeological recording. 

 
 
4. Specification for Monitoring 
 
4.1 The developer shall afford access at all reasonable times to SCCAS/CT and the contracted 

archaeologist to allow archaeological monitoring of building and engineering operations which 
disturb the ground.  

 
4.2 Opportunity must be given to the contracted archaeologist to hand excavate any discrete 

archaeological features which appear during earth moving operations, retrieve finds and make 
measured records as necessary. Where it is necessary to see archaeological detail one of the 
soil faces is to be trowelled clean.  

 
4.3 All archaeological features exposed must be planned at a scale of 1:20 of 1:50 on a plan 

showing the proposed layout of the development, depending on the complexity of the data to 
be recorded.  Sections should be drawn at 1:10 or 1:20 again depending on the complexity to 
be recorded.   

 
4.4 A photographic record of the work is to be made of any archaeological features, consisting of 

both monochrome photographs and colour transparencies/high resolution digital images. 
 
4.5 All contexts must be numbered and finds recorded by context. All levels should relate to 

Ordnance Datum.   
 
4.6 Archaeological contexts should, where possible, be sampled for palaeo-environmental 

remains. Best practice should allow for sampling of interpretable and datable archaeological 
deposits and provision should be made for this.  Advice on the appropriateness of the 
proposed strategies will be sought from Helen Chappell, English Heritage Regional Adviser for 
Archaeological Science (East of England).  A guide to sampling archaeological deposits 
(Murphy, P.L. and Wiltshire, P.E.J., 1994, A guide to sampling archaeological deposits for 
environmental analysis) is available for viewing from SCCAS. 

 
4.7 All finds will be collected and processed (unless variations in this principle are agreed with 

SCCAS/CT during the course of the monitoring).  
 
4.8 The data recording methods and conventions used must be consistent with, and approved by, 

the County Historic Environment Record. 
 
 
5. Brief for the Archaeological Evaluation (swimming pool) 
 
5.1  Establish whether any archaeological deposit exists in the area, with particular regard to any 

which are of sufficient importance to merit preservation in situ. 
 
5.2 Identify the date, approximate form and purpose of any archaeological deposit within the 

application area, together with its likely extent, localised depth and quality of preservation. 
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5.3 Evaluate the likely impact of past land uses, and the possible presence of masking 
colluvial/alluvial deposits. 

 
5.4 Establish the potential for the survival of environmental evidence. 
 
5.5 Provide sufficient information to construct an archaeological conservation strategy, dealing 

with preservation, the recording of archaeological deposits, working practices, timetables and 
orders of cost. 

 
5.6 This project will be carried through in a manner broadly consistent with English Heritage's 

Management of Archaeological Projects, 1991 (MAP2), all stages will follow a process of 
assessment and justification before proceeding to the next phase of the project. Field 
evaluation is to be followed by the preparation of a full archive, and an assessment of 
potential.  Any further excavation required as mitigation is to be followed by the preparation of 
a full archive, and an assessment of potential, analysis and final report preparation may follow. 
Each stage will be the subject of a further brief and updated project design; this document 
covers only the evaluation stage. 

 
5.7 The developer or his archaeologist will give SCCAS/CT (address as above) five working days 

notice of the commencement of ground works on the site, in order that the work of the 
archaeological contractor may be monitored. 

 
5.8 If the approved evaluation design is not carried through in its entirety (particularly in the 

instance of trenching being incomplete) the evaluation report may be rejected. Alternatively 
the presence of an archaeological deposit may be presumed, and untested areas included on 
this basis when defining the final mitigation strategy. 

 
5.9 An outline specification, which defines certain minimum criteria, is set out below. 
 
 
6. Specification:  Trenched Evaluation 
 
6.1 A single trial trench 20.00m in length is to be excavated to cover the area of ground 
 disturbance associated with the proposed swimming pool). A linear trench is thought to be the 
 most appropriate sampling method. The  trench is to be a minimum of 1.80m wide unless 
 special circumstances can be demonstrated 
 
6.2 If excavation is mechanised a toothless ‘ditching bucket’ at least 1.50m wide must be used. A 

scale plan showing the proposed locations of the trial trenches should be included in the WSI 
and the detailed trench design must be approved by SCCAS/CT before field work begins. 

 
6.3  The topsoil may be mechanically removed using an appropriate machine with a back-acting 

arm and fitted with a toothless bucket, down to the interface layer between topsoil and subsoil 
or other visible archaeological surface.  All machine excavation is to be under the direct 
control and supervision of an archaeologist. The topsoil should be examined for 
archaeological material. 

 
6.4. The top of the first archaeological deposit may be cleared by machine, but must then be 

cleaned off by hand.  There is a presumption that excavation of all archaeological deposits will 
be done by hand unless it can be shown there will not be a loss of evidence by using a 
machine. The decision as to the proper method of excavation will be made by the senior 
project archaeologist with regard to the nature of the deposit. 

 
6.5 In all evaluation excavation there is a presumption of the need to cause the minimum 

disturbance to the site consistent with adequate evaluation; that significant archaeological 
features, e.g. solid or bonded structural remains, building slots or post-holes, should be 
preserved intact even if fills are sampled. For guidance: 
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For linear features, 1.00m wide slots (min.) should be excavated across their width; 
 

For discrete features, such as pits, 50% of their fills should be sampled (in some instances  
100% may be requested). 

 
6.6 There must be sufficient excavation to give clear evidence for the period, depth and nature of 

any archaeological deposit. The depth and nature of colluvial or other masking deposits must 
be established across the site. 

 
6.7 Archaeological contexts should, where possible, be sampled for palaeoenvironmental 

remains. Best practice should allow for sampling of interpretable and datable archaeological 
deposits and provision should be made for this. The contractor shall show what provision has 
been made for environmental assessment of the site and must provide details of the sampling 
strategies for retrieving artefacts, biological remains (for palaeoenvironmental and 
palaeoeconomic investigations), and samples of sediments and/or soils (for 
micromorphological and other pedological/sedimentological analyses. Advice on the 
appropriateness of the proposed strategies will be sought from Dr Helen Chappell, English 
Heritage Regional Adviser for Archaeological Science (East of England).  A guide to sampling 
archaeological deposits (Murphy, P.L. and Wiltshire, P.E.J., 1994, A guide to sampling 
archaeological deposits for environmental analysis) is available for viewing from SCCAS. 

 
6.8 Any natural subsoil surface revealed should be hand cleaned and examined for archaeological 

deposits and artefacts.  Sample excavation of any archaeological features revealed may be 
necessary in order to gauge their date and character. 

 
6.9 Metal detector searches must take place at all stages of the excavation by an experienced 

metal detector user. 
 
6.10 All finds will be collected and processed (unless variations in this principle are agreed 

SCCAS/CT during the course of the evaluation). 
 
6.11 Human remains must be left in situ except in those cases where damage or desecration are to 

be expected, or in the event that analysis of the remains is shown to be a requirement of 
satisfactory evaluation of the site.  However, the excavator should be aware of, and comply 
with, the provisions of Section 25 of the Burial Act 1857. 

 
6.12 Plans of any archaeological features on the site are to be drawn at 1:20 or 1:50, depending on 

the complexity of the data to be recorded.  Sections should be drawn at 1:10 or 1:20 again 
depending on the complexity to be recorded.  All levels should relate to Ordnance Datum. Any 
variations from this must be agreed with SCCAS/CT. 

 
6.13 A photographic record of the work is to be made, consisting of both monochrome photographs 

and colour transparencies and/or high resolution digital images. 
 
6.14 Topsoil, subsoil and archaeological deposit to be kept separate during excavation to allow 

sequential backfilling of excavations. 
 
6.15 Trenches should not be backfilled without the approval of SCCAS/CT. 
 
 
7. General Management 
 
7.1 A timetable for all stages of the project must be agreed before the first stage of work 

commences, including monitoring by SCCAS/CT.  The archaeological contractor will give not 
less than five days written notice of the commencement of the work so that arrangements for 
monitoring the project can be made. 
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7.2 The composition of the archaeology contractor staff must be detailed and agreed by this 
office, including any subcontractors/specialists. For the site director and other staff likely to 
have a major responsibility for the post-excavation processing of this evaluation there must 
also be a statement of their responsibilities or a CV for post-excavation work on other 
archaeological sites and publication record. Ceramic specialists, in particular, must have 
relevant experience from this region, including knowledge of local ceramic sequences. 

 
7.3 Provision should be included in the WSI for outreach activities, for example, in the form of an 

open day and/or local public lecture and/or presentation to local schools. 
 
7.4 It is the archaeological contractor’s responsibility to ensure that adequate resources are 

available to fulfill the Brief. 
 
7.5 A detailed risk assessment must be provided for this particular site. 
 
7.6 No initial survey to detect public utility or other services has taken place.  The responsibility for 

this rests with the archaeological contractor. 
 
7.7  The Institute of Field Archaeologists’ Standard and Guidance for archaeological field 

evaluation (revised 2001) should be used for additional guidance in the execution of the 
project and in drawing up the report. 

 
 
8. Report Requirements 
 
8.1 An archive of all records and finds must be prepared consistent with the principles of English 

Heritage's Management of Archaeological Projects, 1991 (particularly Appendix 3.1 and 
Appendix 4.1). 

 
8.2 The report should reflect the aims of the WSI. 
 
8.3 The objective account of the archaeological evidence must be clearly distinguished from its 

archaeological interpretation. 
 
8.4 An opinion as to the necessity for further evaluation and its scope may be given.  No further 

site work should be embarked upon until the primary fieldwork results are assessed and the 
need for further work is established. 

 
8.5 Reports on specific areas of specialist study must include sufficient detail to permit 

assessment of potential for analysis, including tabulation of data by context, and must include 
non-technical summaries.  

 
8.6 The Report must include a discussion and an assessment of the archaeological evidence, 

including palaeoenvironmental remains recovered from palaeosols and cut features. The 
report must summarise the methodology employed, the stratigraphic sequence, and give a 
period by period description of the contexts recorded, and an inventory of finds. Its 
conclusions must include a clear statement of the archaeological potential of the site, and the 
significance of that potential in the context of the Regional Research Framework (East Anglian 
Archaeology, Occasional Papers 3 & 8, 1997 and 2000). 

 
8.7 The results of the surveys should be related to the relevant known archaeological information 

held in the County Historic Environment Record (HER). 
 
8.8 A copy of the Specification should be included as an appendix to the report.  
 
8.9 The project manager must consult the County HER Officer (Dr Colin Pendleton) to obtain an 

HER number for the work. This number will be unique for each project or site and must be 
clearly marked on any documentation relating to the work. 
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8.10 Finds must be appropriately conserved and stored in accordance with UK Institute of 

Conservators Guidelines. 
 
8.11 Every effort must be made to get the agreement of the landowner/developer to the deposition 

of the full site archive, and transfer of title, with the intended archive repository before the 
fieldwork commences.  If this is not achievable for all or parts of the finds archive then 
provision must be made for additional recording (e.g. photography, illustration, scientific 
analysis) as appropriate. 

 
8.12 The project manager should consult the intended archive repository before the archive is 

prepared regarding the specific requirements for the archive deposition and curation, and 
regarding any specific cost implications of deposition. 

 
8.13 If the County Store is the intended location of the archive, the project manager should consult 

the SCCAS Archive Guidelines 2010 and also the County Historic Environment Record Officer 
regarding the requirements for the deposition of the archive (conservation, ordering, 
organisation, labelling, marking and storage) of excavated material and the archive. A clear 
statement of the form, intended content, and standards of the archive is to be submitted for 
approval as an essential requirement of the WSI. 

 
8.14 The WSI should state proposals for the deposition of the digital archive relating to this project 

with the Archaeology Data Service (ADS), and allowance should be made for costs incurred to 
ensure the proper deposition (http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/project/policy.html).  

 
8.15 Where positive conclusions are drawn from a project (whether it be evaluation or excavation) 

a summary report, in the established format, suitable for inclusion in the annual ‘Archaeology 
in Suffolk’ section of the Proceedings of the Suffolk Institute for Archaeology, must be 
prepared. It should be included in the project report, or submitted to SCCAS/CT, by the end of 
the calendar year in which the evaluation work takes place, whichever is the sooner. 

 
8.17 County HER sheets must be completed, as per the County HER manual, for all sites where 

archaeological finds and/or features are located. 
 
8.18 An unbound copy of the evaluation report, clearly marked DRAFT, must be presented to 

SCCAS/CT for approval within six months of the completion of fieldwork unless other 
arrangements are negotiated with the project sponsor and SCCAS/CT. 

 
 Following acceptance, two copies of the report should be submitted to SCCAS/CT together 

with a digital .pdf version. 
 
8.19 Where appropriate, a digital vector trench plan should be included with the report, which must 

be compatible with MapInfo GIS software, for integration in the County HER.  AutoCAD files 
should be also exported and saved into a format that can be can be imported into MapInfo (for 
example, as a Drawing Interchange File or .dxf) or already transferred to .TAB files. 

 
8.20 At the start of work (immediately before fieldwork commences) an OASIS online record 

http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/project/oasis/ must be initiated and key fields completed on Details, 
Location and Creators forms. 

 
8.21 All parts of the OASIS online form must be completed for submission to the County HER. This 

should include an uploaded .pdf version of the entire report (a paper copy should also be 
included with the archive). 
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Specification by: Sarah Poppy 
 
Suffolk County Council 
Archaeological Service Conservation Team 
Environment and Transport Service Delivery 
9-10 The Churchyard, Shire Hall 
Bury St Edmunds 
Suffolk IP33 2AR        
Tel:   01284 352199 
Email:  sarah.poppy@suffolk.gov.uk 
 
 
Date: 20 April 2010      Reference: / Brockley Place_2010 
 
 

 
This brief and specification remains valid for six months from the above date.  If work is not 
carried out in full within that time this document will lapse; the authority should be notified 
and a revised brief and specification may be issued. 
 

 

 
If the work defined by this brief forms a part of a programme of archaeological work required 
by a Planning Condition, the results must be considered by the Conservation Team of the 
Archaeological Service of Suffolk County Council, who have the responsibility for advising 
the appropriate Planning Authority. 
 

 
 
 




